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Abstract

 The purposes of this study were to compare the concepts between COSO’s internal 

control and internal control system of Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives, Hod 

branch, Chaing Mai province, and to study knowledge and understanding of  bank’ s officer for 

the present internal control system. The method used in this study is dividing comparative topics 

according to COSO’s concepts - consists of the following items: control environment, risk 

assessment, control activities, information and communication and monitoring. 

As a result, most of the internal control system of Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural 

Cooperatives Hod branch, Chaing Mai province is similar to COSO’s concepts but it had some 

of details are different.

First in the sense of created the internal control’s atmospheres that the administrator had 

support the bank’s official’s ethical behavior, honest, trust and clear in work by making official’s 

rules or ethical handbook and the administrators should be the good example in work for the 

officials.  Bank didn’t define the method in created the internal control’s environment.

The risk’s assessment, Bank had been divided in two levels, Control Self-Assessment

(CSA) and Independent assessment (IA) that is determined by internal organization or external 



assessment. And the risk’s assessment or participation in identify risk’s factor of the branch, 

which is belong to administrator, manager or person who’s assigned to work. 

 In the part of control activity, an assessment of Bank’s operation results by financial ratio, 

Balanced Scorecard (BSC), Key Performance Indicators (KPI) which is mainly on principles of 

management and administrations.  Directing that Performance Management System (PMS) be used 

as factor when considering a staff promotion. 

In the field of information and communication gives priority to trusty of information and 

give a chance for the officials to give an opinions and suggestions of improve the branch besides 

received external organization’s suggestions in order to adjust the performance. 

In the part of follow up and assessment, bank indicated phase of follow up in the work 

operations and provided work plan’s comparison reports and outcomes. Investigation and work 

assessment were done by staff of bank’s investigated department who had knowledge, skill and 

ability of work. 

 From the study of knowledge and understanding of  bank’ s officer for Bank’s internal 

control, it was found that officials exactly understood bank’s internal control system, knew the 

method of internal control and paid attention to the process of bank.

 Nowadays business’s work proceed is under the uncertainly and might force with 

natural disaster, economic alterations, technology competition, publics regulation and work 

process. The business’s success to achieving targets, internal control system is mainly on 

principles of management and administrations to control risks within an acceptable level. The 

result of this study might be advantageous for related people; officials or administrators to 

considered internal control system and risk management that affected to work proceeding, 

preventing, achieved the goals furthermore for efficiency and effectiveness in work.


